EPISODE 306:”RATFINK BASTARDS”

Panoba, Night 11
Continuing to play both sides, Lill acts surprised at the results of the Tribal Council
despite having a hand in taking Christa out.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Wow. Looking back on the devastation I had some small part in
wreaking yesterday, I think perhaps I was PMSing too much. I didn't want to get rid of Christa this
round. Damn Amanda for pushing for it. I didn't have any say in it so I decided to manipulate both
sides to the cracking point and then I pushed Christa to expose Amanda and her alliance. So I
totally screwed Christa, Osten, and Andrew. Andrew and Osten may have a chance to recover
some, but their game is ruined. Andrew went from guaranteed F3 to out next in one round, and

he didn't do anything wrong. Osten never would have lasted much longer in any scenario, and he
may finish right where he would have before, maybe a hell of a lot madder at me, though.
Lill - what just happened there? bastards.
Andrew - I'm so motherfucking pissed right now. They just threw the game away, and believed that
stupid bitch Amanda to boot. Like you couldn't see her useless shit stirring from ten miles away.
Lill - damnit. we need to start dancing. SHITSHITSHITSHITSHIT
Andrew - Fuck 'em. I ain't dancing. If they are to damn dumb not to see Amanda's shit for what it is
what hope is there.
Lill - We might still be able to pull in the stragglers Brianna - she voted for ryan, and Todd, maybe.
We got hosed, tommy. We got Hosed. If Osten comes in pretending to be astonished, I'll kill him.
Andrew - Oh, he's pretending. I just don't give a shit anymore. I'm the next one to go anyway. It's a
shame...I really enjoyed working with you and thought we had it nailed. Sorry.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - The whole frigging group but two of them were lying. They are
all dumbasses for buying Amanda’s shit. That was the point, I hope I made it. Since I'll be the
next to go, and I don't think I'll be on in time for the challenge what have I got to lose?
Brianna, out of the loop, reaches out to Lill to get some answers.
Brianna - Did you vote for Amanda at tribal? I am just wondering because I'll tell you who I voted.
Lill - yeah. I guess Christa shot her mouth off too much. Did you vote for Ryan?
Brianna - Yeah I voted for Ryan. I had no clue who to vote for.
Lill - that's funny.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Booyah. The six was for realz. And why shouldn't it be? It
benefits us all equally. And it's much more interesting than that pagonging bullshit. (Oh
course...the outsiders are about to get picked off...but at least they'll be from both tribes.
Yeah I shouldn't let one little success get to my head. It can all fall apart any moment. But
partners are partners baby. And WE were the ones smart enough to use the twist to our
advantage. We deserve our little moment. *champaign*

)

James - Ding dong. The meth pothead is dead!!! Celebrate baby!
Amanda - *dances with James*
James - Wow I wasn't confident going into this at all. But seven votes sent that bitch packing. So
who was our lucky seven? "I'm gonna cry" Bri or "You're my partner but oh well" Todd?
Amanda - Sir Todd of Andoa.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Another one bites the dust. Seriously folks, why don't they get
it? Fuck with Amanda and you're toast.
I won't be a huge bitch unless I am attacked. I'm going
to be calm and have fun with it. I really don't see what I've done in this game that has been all
that bad. I've lovely!
While the mood is positive, the game continues and the votes aren’t adding up.
Courtney – “Another bigger and better” Was that your vote?
Tijuana - No. My reason wasn't shown :\. I picked a random quote from a movie. wouldn't be
surprised if it was Lill's though, she called Christa out at our first TC with her vote.

Courtney - Guess it was Ryan than. Lill's was Bite my Apple Bitch.
Tijuana - lol. Who voted for Ryan?
Courtney - I'm guessing... Bri... I also guess she voted for me last round. I think she's been in
Christa's back pocket since the merge.
Tijuana - It's funny yet sad how angry Andrew is. I really can't believe that they consider Amanda
to be a leader of any sort.
Courtney - Amanda is in the same spot as Christa was before... face of the alliance.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I think it hurts me that Christa went. I had a working
relationship with her and she trusted me. I have nothing with Andrew or Osten.
It is a balancing act, but I could never get Amanda to agree to target anyone else after Christa's
act.
Tijuana and Lill discuss their betrayal of their former Omurano tribemates.

Tijuana - Are Osten or Andrew talking to you? I feel a little bad for them.
Lill - I went all SHITSHITSHIT and threatened to KILL osten if he tried to say he smooze his way
back in. First one to get the message in gets the gulliable fish. hook line and sinker.
Tijuana - It's really annoying how they think that those of us that voted Christa are a bunch of
idiots. Erm, way to have faith in your own former tribemates. Also Courtney wants to switch to
Brianna now for next round. Thoughts? Personally, I don't think it matters who goes which is why I
don't see why we even need to change it.
Lill - I don't care. Brianna is useless anyways. Just a whiner.
Todd and James arrogantly celebrate their victory over Omurano.
James - Don't you love watching them squirm? Theys such whiny bitches. They deserved to get
their asses handed to them.
Todd - Oh, totally. The five of us totally deserved this moment.
James - They just can't handle getting played you know? Pretty shitty sports, them.
Todd - Well at least now Christa is gone, and the liability that a secret partner brings (for me at
least).
James - You should be fine baby. Christa was bringing you down like an anchor. Now let's forget
that screechy essay typing meth addict ever existed.
Courtney - must be some crazy shit going on in those pms right now I ain't getting anything.
James - Nothing from the Os. Except Lill, telling me how much she's fucking with their heads.
Gawd I love her.
Courtney - I asked T if she'd be willing to target Bri next instead of Todd... said she didn't care.
James - Lill said the same thing. I think we subtly "swung it." Poor Bri.
Courtney - Osten is putting it together. You know. I respect the guy. Loyal grunt just trying his
best. Andrew is a whiner.
The disgruntled members of Omurano make a public thread expressing their anger.
Osten - So...anyobody care to explain how Amanda only got three votes?

Andrew - That's what I'd like to know, and at this point I don't give a rat's ass who reads this.
Whoever ruined our sure thing because they believe that manipulative bitch needs to check
themselves. You just handed her the game. And how you couldn't see someone so transparent
coming from ten miles away is beyond me. Enjoy getting your asses picked off. I might be next,
but the rest of you will surely follow as night follows day. Enjoy having Amanda the shit stirrer
and some other lameass to vote for. FOCKER OUT!
Amanda - I'd kinda like to know what made me a manipulative bitch and how I've been shit stirring.
You folks are almost as deluded as Natalie Cunial.
Tijuana - Natalie has God on her side even though she's the devil in disguise.
Andrew - You know what you did. Don't haul your ass in here and act like you don't. But that's
okay, you played the game. What's pathetic is the dumbasses that fell for your shit, or used it to
their own ends. I shall enjoy watching them get their just desserts from the jury house. Fucking
jackels
Tijuana - "You guys! Lets all vote for Christa and throw away our majority control of the game
because Amanda told us to."
Andrew - Now that it's all out why don't you all grow some fuckin' stones and admit your a turn
coat gullible dumbass. Which three of you have no peaches?
Andrew - Just what I thought...not only did you all throw away a sure thing, but then you don't
even have the guts to step up and admit it. Sad
Osten - I didnt vote for Christa. And I want to believe that you didnt vote for Christa Andrew. And I
doubt Christa voted for Christa. So...Lill? Ryan? T?
Lill - YOU RATFINK BASTARD. DON'T YOU DARE IMPLICATE ME FOR YOUR BETRAYAL OF OUR TRIBE.
YOU KNOW YOU DID IT. WHAT THE HELL DID THEY OFFER YOU?
Andrew - Well Osten, after my rantings this evening how could you think I voted for Christa? Now
that it's all out, I just wish you guys would admit it. I'd love to know who fell for it.
Tijuana - Fell for what exactly?
Andrew - Giving up a sure thing for whatever dubious nonsense you were promised. Do you really
think the other side is going to keep you around? The three of you that turned will be gone...one,
two, three. But hey, congrats, you'll have outlasted me. Too bad you didn't play the sure thing.
Osten - Just admit Lill. It was YOU! You screwed uss over Amandas blurred ass! I mean...her ASS!
Whatever...Im gonna laugh my ass of when every omuruano who voted for christa get voted out.
Amanda - What the hell is a ratfink?
Tijuana - What sure thing? I didn't realize anyone had made me any offers or promises. You guys
are really playing this all wrong, especially since you haven't bothered to ask our motivation and
you forget that all we are is back to being 5/5.
Osten - We couldve voted Christa out the next round. And kept our majority. But no...
Todd Andrew - You could have at least mentioned it to me. I think you all know how I felt about things,
and how discrete I could be. It would have been nice to not be blindsided, that's all.
Lill - We Got Hosed, Tommy. We Got Hosed.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - They are fucking tools. Didn't you read what I said on the main
board?I told Amanda at least she was playing the game. The rest of them are dumbasses. I also
asked them to grow some stones and reveal themselves. Anyway, I fully expect to be
gone...which is very liberating. I'm just exhausted from all the energy I wasted trying to keep
these idiots together. Seriously, if what I said to them didn't work when it was so obvious, and at
a crucial point, how would it work now. We all know I'm the next target by what went down
prior. I just really don't see how I can turn this, so I might as well have a little fun with it.

Courtney and Tijuana discuss Lill’s maniacal ways.
Courtney - Lill told me she's trying to convince Andrew that Osten is a traitor.
Tijuana - o_O Her and her games. game
Courtney - Let her play her games now, its smooth sailing from here on....
Tijuana - over :p Osten just posted he didn't vote Christa
Courtney - Osten put it together. I respect the guy, you know? He's trying his best. Andrew is just a
whiner.
Tijuana - I was just thinking about how I would react if I was in their shoes and I gotta say - it
wouldn't be like this. I'd be messaging people and trying to find out in a diplomatic way what
happened and see if there was an in for me.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - But, both Courtney and James are a bit too controlling. They
keep trying to veer off the original plan and it's like, c'mon, let's just stick with how things are. I
mean originally final 4 was supposed to be Me, Amanda, Lill and Courtney but then Courtney
proposed one of Me, James, Amanda and herself. Um, no. To top it off she said that "we" were
first going to offer final 4 to Lill. Lill has let it drop that Courtney has hinted that they need to
get Amanda out sooner rather than later. TIJUANA DOES NOT LIKE CONTROLLING PEOPLE THAT
TRY TO CHANGE THINGS!!
Lill continues to act betrayed and upset to Andrew.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I was in a bad mood all day. I kinda went scorched earth on the
Omuranos. I totally accused Osten of being a ratbastard when he was the only one who stuck
with Andrew and Christa. That's not nice. I need to be nicer about stuff. I was in a hurry to cover
my tracks, and I threw Osten under the bus. I was hoping Christa would get 4 votes so I had
plausible denyability. Am I sorry for it? no, obviously,

but I could have shown SOME restraint

Lill - I'm too angry to stay on... I'll come back later. RATFINK BASTARDS.
Andrew - Yeah, I'll see ya. Remember me when I'm gone.
Lill - geez. you could go on an immunity run and take this thing.
Andrew - I have a cocktail party to go to tomorrow night for work.I doubt I'll be back on time to
participate.
Lill’s ways although amusing, are beginning to wear thin on some castaways.
Amanda - Ugh, they can't stop picking on me.
They need to realize the real manipulative bitch
is Lil.
James - Word. Lill has been telling me how she's screwing with their heads as we speak. She's
pretty good, that Lill.
Amanda - She's stupid though. They know she did it, just admit it!
James - Andrew and Osten are whiny bitches who didn't get their way. Yawn. I'm bored with then.
Amanda - Andrew next, then Osten, then Bri.
James - Just talk it over with the others. They want to do a back and forth system. I personally
would like the two morons gone back to back as well.
Amanda - Yup. I still think eventually we'll have to take care of Lil.

James - Yeah before she gets us. But things are a bit precarious to make a move now.
James – CONFESSIONAL - It's pretty pathetic. They got played. Deal with it. The fact that
they don't even realize why people would flip is beyond me. Just because they don't have
partners doesn't me other people don't.
I'd like to think that if I was being played tonight and
Amanda actually went, that I would not have started a lame attention seeking thread like that.
Maybe punched a wall, but not a bitchy thread.
Andrew, convinced he’s the next to go, begins stirring the pot.
Andrew - Congratulations on turning three idiots in my alliance. I was aggravated at first, but I
have to compliment you on what you did, well played. I figure I'm your next target, and if I am I
respect that. But, if you see that there are bigger fish to fry (I think there are) and you saw your
way clear to letting me stay, I'd sure love to get some payback. Anyway, like I said...smooth
move.
Amanda - Thanks, I suppose. Contrary to what you may believe I'm not the only one who makes
decisions around here, but I'll try to put in a good word.
Andrew - Thanks.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I guess I'm just aggravated because I spent a lot of energy on
setting this up. And it seemed so obvious to me that it would have been better to stay solid. Shit,
maybe I'm the clueless idiot.
. If I knew I could make the challenge tomorrow, I'd feel I at
least had a chance. Also, I'm unsure who the three turncoats are, which makes things difficult. I
mean, if I were Amanda and her team, I'd get rid of me first. What advantage is there in keeping
me?
The Omurano boys aren’t done stirring the pot, Osten works on Tijuana.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Way to give up Andrew and Osten. Seriously, WTF? If I was in
their shoes I'd be trying to find out wtf happened in a diplomatic manner. Make it seem like I was
cool with what happened and work my magic. I certainly wouldn't be name calling.
Osten - What the bloody hell?! There goes your sure ticket to the final six. Bye ticket! "Waves to
the ticket"
Tijuana *catches ticket* Osten, please please pretty please relax. I promise my decision wasn't
as foolhardy as it seems. Yes, part of my vote was a bit emotional in nature, and you're right,
probably should have just waited until next round to vote out Christa. Personally, I don't think
things are as bleak as you seem to think they are (for either of us).
Osten - "catches breath" But it was a done deal. All we needed to do was to always keep our
majority and now we dont have it. And if one of them wins the immunity challenge were
screwed. Were the bloody hell is Ryan? Im gonna snap his neck like a twig...
Tijuana - well I didn't feel that it was a done deal :\ I'm sorry
. Christa was just doing too much
unnecessary stuff and it made me wary and more than a little frustrated.
Osten – CONFESSIONAL - Oh Im still pissed. I cant believe those idiots fucked upped our
majority alliance and a ticket to the final six. I have no idea what the fuck im gonna do...i have
no idea where Lill, T and Ryan now stand and Amandas in the power seat. Again. Ugh...

Thankfully, theyre probably going to target Andrew before me, so I still have time to come up
with something...
Andrew - So, now that I've assured what was going to happen anyway, why did you give up a solid
thing? And why did you let me be blindsided? Inquiring minds want to know.
Tijuana - I'm really sorry and I did want to say something but I felt you and Christa were pretty
tight so I thought you'd tell her and basically, I'm a wimp and didn't want to deal with potentially
being confronted by Christa. Now, as for the why - well, part of it was just frustration and
emotionally based. Long story short (cause it is a lonnng story) I just felt Christa was making too
many moves and being a bit too controlling. I felt that sooner or later she'd be willing to do just
about anything to further herself so I decided to try to beat her to the punch. I guess I basically
didn't have the same level of trust in her as you did. :\ That said, I don't feel as negative and
pessimistic as you and Osten about this. I do still think there's hope for all of us.
Andrew - First of all you could have trusted me. I also felt the same way you did about Christa, I
just thought we should have waited a while longer to take her out. But it's all water under the
bridge now. If you think we can still salvage this, I'm for it. At this point, my options are limited,
because the Andoans will be pushing you guys to nail me. So, if I'm still around after the next TC,
I'll know our alliance is still on. If our alliance is still on, who do you see as the next target?
Tijuana and Lill evaluate their stance in the game.
Tijuana - we're sitting pretty.
Lill - It's about time. Ya know, I'm not REALLY a cold, heartless bitch. Cold, and heartless, maybe.
but I'm not a bitch, usually
Tijuana - You know I'm just thinking, it may be worth it for us to try to swing back to Omurano
after the next TC. Right now what's the outcome with the P6 alliance? Maybe it's going to be two
pairs at final 4 and then what? A tie? No, I'm sure some scheming will be done at F6 or F5 but by
whom? Also, both Courtney and Amanda are controlling the decisions a bit much. If we were able
to swing back to Omurano then you, me and Ryan would have majority in that grouping giving us
a guaranteed final 3 and Ryan - well he's not much of a competitor so one of us would probably
easily win the final IC. This is just a thought though. I've been working on Osten and Andrew to
convince them that my vote wasn't based on any alliance but rather on emotion and frustration.
Lill - Good. See what you can do with them. You never know when we'll need to make a move. I
trust Courtney to keep us in the game to F3, then it's up to us. Nobody in their right mind on the
Jury will vote for me. Only the really sick people. Courtney knows that she doesn't want to go up
against Amanda, so Amanda definitely will be out as soon as convenient. I dunno if she'll make it
past F5 barring an immunity run. She's dangerous.
Tijuana - I don't think Courtney will though...She's presented a few different final 4 scenarios to
me so I'm not sure where her head is at. Andrew said that if he survives this upcoming TC then
he'll know our alliance (omurano) is still on
Lill - Let's wait until we know for sure. Courtney is bipolar, and may want to switch it back to todd
tomorrow
Tijuana - Okay. I'll just say I'm feeling people out (or just not say anything at all)
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - I'm a horrible person and ultimately I don't like sticking to
things so it would have been nice to at some point turn on the partners alliance but with Andrew
and Osten's reaction it doesn't look like that will happen. I really shouldn't even turn because
things are actually pretty nice for me in this partner's alliance. I *almost* want to rebond

Omurano after the next vote. I mean, we'd be back in majority
Ryan, Lill and I would have majority

and if we went back together

Unnecessary? Yes. Potentially fun? Oh yes.

Andrew and Amanda make amends.
Amanda - It doesn't look like your the target this go-round.
Andrew - That is a shocker if that's the case, but I believe you, after all, what reason do you have
not to be straight at this point. I am sorry about earlier, I was just a bit frustrated. I thought our
guys moved early against Christa, and I was annoyed that I was kept in the dark.
Amanda - It's understandable, no worries. Water under the bridge. People are making me out to be
a bitch, but I'm really actually very nice.
Andrew - Oh, I don't doubt that. I bet everyone is nice in RL. This game can bring out the bad side
though, can't it?
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Things actually are going pretty well right now, and despite Lil
my alliance is pretty solid. I think everything should be okay. I don't know if a pagonging will
commence, but everything is fine right now.
Andrew - Sorry about earlier. Now that I have my shit together and my temper in check, how do
we proceed form here? We still have and even split, so all is not lost. Do you have any idea who
would be the next target, beside me of course.
Lill - If not you, it would be Brianna or Todd. Amanda REALLY doesn't like Todd, regardless of what
she said today. Brianna is whiny. If we could get us back n the same page. (grr) and one of us
won immunity, we could go for the tie. I don't know what the ratfinks were offered, though. TJ
said she was just pissed off by Christa's outburst today, and sure I don't blame her. Osten sure
was playing his part today. I don't think I could talk to him rationally any time soon. gr Ryan gets
a guaranteed free ride with them as long as he's a free vote, and isn't here for us to scheme with.
Andrew - Well, I'll probably make it for tribal, but unfortunately I definitely won't be here for the
challenge. PM me who the vote is if we are voting as a block again.
Tijuana - I do genuinely feel that this can still be salvaged. I think we can spin this back around
and regain our majority. Are you going to be on at all tomorrow? The best I can tell you right now
is that there's no chance in hell that I'll be voting for anyone from original omurano tomorrow.
Andrew - Fair enough. Hopefully things will fall our way. I know I won't make the challenge
tonight, but I should be on in time for TC. PM me who the vote is. I would imagine it will be
either Todd or Brianna, just let me know.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I think I'm done rasing hell for now. I let them all know how I
feel. Personally, I think the three that flipped are Lill, Tijuana, and Osten. I know Tijuana did for
sure because she admitted it, and explained why. Since no one else if manning up, how can you
have a conversation about it? Anyway, they 'claim' that they still want to vote as a tribe, and
regain the advantage. Tijuana said her vote for Christa was just because Christa's supposed back
dealing made her nervous. Amanda also claims I am not the target. For this challenge/TC I have
no control over my destiny. I will probably make TC, but I definitely won't make the challenge. So
basically, if they are lying to me there is nothing I can do about it. I am playing the good soldier
for now, telling them to PM me who they want to vote out.

Panoba, Day 12
Courtney is having doubts about her partner, Lill.
Courtney - Sometimes, its hard for me to know where Lills head is at because she hardly talks
game anymore. I know some people got pretty pissed at her over the 'games' (myself included),
but it all worked out, so I don't think people care anymore.
Tijuana - She's acting like she's mad at Osten. I guess she isn't going to drop the game of making it
seem like Osten voted for Amanda. Yeah, it's kind of funny how there are fewer people on today
compared to yesterday.
Courtney - Of course, Christa as a target isn't as exciting as Bri or Todd, so that could be the
reason. I'd say last round was the 'emotional high' of the season. It ended up being spent before
TC went down.I trust you and Lill, but sometimes, my head wonders, you know... what if they
did this or that? That's why I'm big on reaffirming trust between allies. Makes my stomach not get
in knots.
Tijuana - Have we decided which of the two it's going to be?
Courtney - James wanted it to be Bri because she has been casting votes down. I don't care to tell
the truth. Flip a coin, if one wins the immunity, go after the other.
Tijuana - I don't care too much either, just want to make sure we don't accidentally split our votes
between the two.
Courtney - Lets call it then... Bri... if she wins immunity... Todd.
Courtney - What's going on, Lill? Any funny Andrew pms to share?
Lill - Nah. He's trying to regroup after the devastation of last night. He hopes the next target isn't
him. He wanted me to let him know if I am able to rally the troops. He's going to miss the
challenge, but he'll be here for TC.
Courtney - I assume he'd want to target Amanda?
Lill - Todd is convinced you and Amanda are partners.... haha. I also told him my partner was T...
to build 'trust' I told him us five have to stick together and force a tie, but osmeone has been
casting votes down, so we might not win the vote.
Courtney - You keep Andrew on a string, I'll keep Todd on a string... works out perfectly.
Lill - So we vote out Brianna?
Courtney - Yeah... I think that's the plan. Bri is on her own island. I'm sure she was casting votes
down per Christa's orders.
Lill - She told me she didn't know who to vote for, and voted for Ryan last night. She IS worthless
and a whiner. Good riddance.
Courtney - Will she be apart of the jury? Is Christa part of it?
Lill -Christa is Juror #1. Jeff said so last nigh at TC.
Courtney - First person in the jury house... Once Christa sees Bri... she'll know what's up.
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Courtney makes me crazy. One second she's ranting and accusing
and 10 SECONDS later she's all happy "We're F4! Yay!" There's no rhyme or reason to it. She's so
damn unstable. All damn day she's been wringing her hands sure the takeover wouldn't work, and
scared I made Amanda a target. Hello? Amanda was a target before the merge. I told Courtney
this forever ago. Only Christa had any interest at all in removing Amanda. I only wantd Christa's
partner out so Christa had less other options and would be more likely to stay with me. if I don't

win this game, I'd like to be known as the one who played the hardest. I'm going way back in the
woodwork for a couple days, and let the others do whatever they want to do.
Courtney gets acquainted with her newest alliance-mate, Ryan.
Courtney - Looks like the plan worked. You and I don't really talk, but we're in the same alliance
now, so hi!
Ryan - I'm very excited to see it works, sorry if we haven't talked much, you know my situation. Hi!
So I heard Brianna next, in the unlikely case of an immunity win, who's the backup?
Courtney - Todd as the backup... the deal is one from each side each round... its fair for both side
of pairs. Chicken, Christa, Todd or bri this round, ... yadda yadda yadda
Ryan - Got it got, makes sense to me
Lill welcomes Ryan and coins a new nickname for the alliance.
Lill - what up, RatfinkBastard(tm)? Did you read the TC thread? Amusing.
Ryan - Wait, is that my new nickname, I'm not done reading TC yet
Lill - When Christa was voted out I Screamed and called everybody ratfink bastards. I think it'll
stick as our new alliance name...
Ryan - The Ratfink Bastard 6? Nice.
Lill - We can all vote "You've been RatFinked!"
Ryan - *goes to change vote reason in prevote*
Lill questions Courtney’s plans for the future.
Lill - Where do you want Amanda to finish in this alliance? You 2 have an F2 deal?
Courtney - I figure the orginal plan is the best ... two from each tribe in the final four.
T/Amanda/you/me I have had an alliance with amanda til the end, but I look at it this way, all
bets are off at the final four. I don't want to go to the final four with you, Ryan, and T. That
would make me nervous, you know? Everyone would want Ryan because he's the easy beat.
Lill - I don't want ryan to make it that far in the game. T/A/You/Me is fine, and T/J/You/Me is fine
but Ryan...no way in hell. no no no no no.
Courtney - We'll have to make the tough choices come the final six... I think we got everyone in
the right spots so we can make it go down whichever way we want.
Lill - I agree. I ain't rocking the boat.
Courtney and James discuss the boot order as Tijuana yet again brings up realigning
with Omurano.
James - So have y'all talked it over? Amanda was wanting Osten/Andrew. But I suppose we're
sticking with Bri?
Courtney - if we push for Andrew/Osten it would spook the other side of pairs... The deal was one
side gives up one each round. I do know the concern... we give up Bri... they reallign with
Andrew/Osten next round. I think we should stick to what was agreed upon. Do you know how it
would look if we started pushing for Andrew from T/Lill/Ryan's perspective?
James – CONFESSIONAL - Sure we'd all like to think we're gonna be the final 6, but chances
are it won't happen.
Someone always gets greedy and makes a move before they have to.

Within this alliance, I'm close to Amanda and Courtney. Even moreso than my own partner Ryan. I
know Amanda hates Lill's guts. I don't mind her. She's a hoot. But if I had to pick one person who
would either be the first to go or first to break away from our alliance, it'd be Lill.
Tijuana - Well first the plan is to vote for Brianna at the next TC which is actually right after the
very next IC. We should definitely go along with that. But then I started thinking...what happens
after that and who is really controlling this alliance? What's the best we are going to do? So I was
thinking that it may be worth it to try to swing back to Omurano after this next TC since O will
once again have majority. Not only that but you, me and Lill would have majority within that
particular alliance if we were to swing back which would give us guaranteed final 3 (which is
something we don't have on the P6). This is of course just a thought... If Andrew and Osten
contact you be apologetic and make it seem your vote was based more on emotion or say that
you were told Christa had said something so you didn't trust her. Just make it seem like it wasn't
a vote based on being in an alliance.
Ryan - This is a good thought, and it may be best for us, but make sure to know what Lil thinks
about it before we make any moves in that direction
Tijuana - I told her my thought and she seems open to it. This is honestly in our best interests. I
find that our partners are trying to control things too much and it doesn't always seem to be in
our best interest. If Lill doesn't want to go along I have some PM's from her partner that I can
show her that show that her partner doesn't always have her best interest in mind. That should
sway her :p I think I've patched things up with Andrew and since he won't be going tonight he'll be
fully open to having us all come back together.
Ryan - OK, I like the plan a lot actually
Tijuana - I just have this feeling that eventually our partners are going to try to do something.
Courtney tried proposing a final 4 to me of her, Amanda, James and myself. She showed me her
ideal boot order and it had you and Lill going at F5/F6. However, I've also heard that she wants
to try to get Amanda out.
Ryan - Courtney and Amanda are both sneaky little monkies I can tell, and I don't trust them, and
James will do what Amanda tells him, I think, even though he says his chief loyalty is to me.
Tijuana - Yeah, deep down I feel those three are going to want to try to make it to the F3
together. Then, we'll have egg on our faces if we let that happen.
Ryan - Right, and while I hate to say that Andrew was RIGHT in calling us stupid, because he wasn't
because it was our best move at the time, we do have to counter the Amanda-James-Courtney
deal soon, or there'll be trouble.
Tijuana - Personally, I think getting rid of Christa so early was in our best interest. She was also a
bit controlling and with her around it was difficult to try to do anything strategic.
Ryan - Christa, as much as I liked her I totally agree with what you say about her.
Partners, James and Ryan, discuss the events leading up to last Tribal Council.
James - Well the shit hit the fan... Like you predicted. But it was pretty fucking funny.
be even more funny when Bri goes home tonight and they're like WTF??
Ryan - I LOVE confusing people. Did Lil tell everyone else how we'll be signing our votes?
James - How will we be signing our votes?
I already have teh funnie planned.
apple bitchiness pl0x.
Ryan - Lil says we should sign our votes "You've been ratfinked"
James - All of us?
Maybe I'll stick that at the end...
Ryan - Haha, OK, sounds good

And it'll

None of that

Meanwhile, James confirms with Tijuana that the plan is to vote off Brianna.
James - Sup mah ratfink princess? Such a bullshit name.
Anyway, have we agreed upon a target
tonight? Amanda was saying how she wanted Andrew/Osten out but i guess we's sticking with Bri?
Tijuana - Yeah, we're sticking with Bri. I'll smack Amanda if she tries to go for anyone different. If
Bri wins immunity we go for Todd.
James - Amanda <3 Someone tried to run her down with a truck and she stood up to it. I'm proud of
her. Bri it is then. I've got a funny voting speech already lined up.
Tijuana - I think I'm going to put "God don't like ugly" THey didn't show my reason at the last one possibly because it was bit long I guess, but it was completely random.
James - I was so not that apple one. Damn that Lill.
Tijuana - What do you think you'll put this round? I actually thought about putting something like,
"Andrew told me to vote for you," but decided I didn't want to stir up too much trouble.
James - LOL. Lill thinks we should all say "You've been ratfinked." I might attach it to the end of
mine. Which will be...a little dig at Bri's game.
Courtney shares with Tijuana that James wanted to keep Brianna.
Courtney - James is concerned about one thing... we vote out Bri... you guys reallign with
Osten/Andrew next round. I reassured him that you guys wouldn't mess up a sure thing, so I think
he's solid.
Tijuana - Who exactly does he think should go instead?
Courtney - Eh... he said one of Osten/Andrew... I said the whole point of the deal was one from
each side each round... fair for both sides, you know? I got him on board for Bri. Don't worry. He's
just having that bit of doubt that creeps in.
Tijuana - Apparently Amanda also had the same thought. Do they not think and wonder how that
would make me, Lill and Ryan feel if we went for another person from Omurano?
Courtney - Yeah, I know exactly what you mean. Its one thing to look at the game from your
perspective, but you got to look at it from the other side also. We all took a leap of faith with
this deal. That's why I'm all for, just follow 'the plan' and Todd,Bri,Osten,Andrew will never be
able to figure out what is going on. I'm serving Bri and Todd up to you/Ryan/Lill. You are serving
up Andrew/Osten to me. It's a great deal. No reason to rock the boat or spook people.
This news enrages an already teetering Tijuana.
Tijuana - I may have to cut a bitch. Apparently both James and Amanda have expressed a desire to
actually go after Andrew or Osten this round. ARE THEY ON CRACK?!! Supposedly they are on
board though for voting Bri. Worst case scenario we may end up with a tie if these guys don't stay
true since all of us from Omurano should be voting the same. Bri will most likely just vote
randomly like she has done
Ryan - Poor Bri
Well that is interesting information.
Tijuana - I know, part of me wants to get in touch with Bri but I don't think she's a reliable person
to reach out to. I think the past two TC's she's just voted for someone random. James is the one
that told me about Amanda and Courtney is the one that told me about James. Apparently James
is (rightfully
) concerned that we may jump back to Omurano.
Ryan - Brianna may be the only option if shit hits the fan. Damnit James

Tijuana - I trust that Amanda will actually vote for Brianna and so if at least her plus the five of us
originally from Omurano vote that way, we're golden. I also trust that Courtney will vote that
way and as a result...James will as well. Again, worst case scenario we have a tie. Hopefully one
of us wins immunity.
Ryan asks Lill about her opinions on the Omurano resurgence.
Ryan - Have you talked to Ti about what might happen after we vote out Bri?
Lill - Haven't seen her yet today, but I think the plan was Andrew, then Todd, then Osten. One
Andoa, one Omurano, one Andoa, One Omurano. If course if one of the above goes crazy and
starts causing trouble, or if the next target gets immunity, we may need to adjust the plan. I
don't care what order people go in, as long as they go.
Ryan - Ti was talking to me earlier today about how we three may have to turn against Courtney
next round by voting her out with Andrew and Osten... Don't respond to this though, I won't get
it, because I have to leave now and it'll be cleared by tommorow, PM me about it after TC
Lill didn’t fully understand Tijuana’s intentions and is alarmed by this news.
Lill - Ryan told me you're plotting against Courtney... Um...what's up with this?
Tijuana - Are you suffering from amnesia? I said to you yesterday that it may be in our best interest
to break away from the partner alliance and go back to Omurano. It's the only way to guarantee
ourselves a final 3. To top it off both James and Amanda wanted to switch the vote this round to
either Osten or Andrew which would then have given them the upper hand. Supposedly, they are
still sticking with Brianna.
Lill - yeah, but it was up in the air yesterday. Today I'm hearing targets... If we did this, the tribe
would be split up this way: Courtney, Amanda, James, Todd Vs. Lil, Tijuana, Andrew, Ryan,
Osten. Cutting Courtney right away is the only way to do this. She's the leader, and the paranoid
schizo who worried about every detail, even when the details are in place. We should drop
Courtney, Amanda, James, Todd in order. Ryan and Osten in any order.
Tijuana - Todd would have to be the last to go because someone will be getting the HII. I'm fine
with the order that you presented. Also the only reason there are targets today is because Ryan
and I happened to be on at the same time and were discussing how this would or could work.
Lill - I'm totally fine with this. It's the right move. James/ryan would get the immunity since they'd
be the last pair, unless Amanda wins immunity her round. How does the pairs immunity thing
work?
Tijuana - Both get a hidden immunity idol but it must be used by final 5. Since we'll know who has
the idols it won't be hard to force its use and still get the outcome that we want. I agree - this is
definitely the right move for us. All three (James, Amanda, Courtney) do too much side plotting
and thinking that isn't good for our security. Plus, it'll be nice to no longer have them trying to
call the shots.
Lill - You ain't whistling dixie. I wish we could drop Courtney tonite. I can wait till tomorrow.
Tijuana - Contrary to what you may think of Courtney she doesn't want you anywhere close to the
final 4 because she considers you to be a challenge threat. She offered me a final 4 of her,
Amanda, James and myself with you and Ryan going at F5 and F6. I declined. She said that they
were going to make you the same offer but because of your behavior they didn't.
Lill - I think Courtney is a deluded bipolar paranoid schizo, who assumes the world is going to end
when everything is fine. She actually did yesterday and confirmed it today. Either C,L,A,T, or
C,L,J,R cutting you out. She said "we will have to make some hard choices at F6"

Tijuana - Well, there we go, she's trying to play each of us, which is the same thing Christa did. I
wonder what offers she's made to Ryan
Lill - Dunno. It's time we make her offers null and void. Have you spoken to Andrew and Osten yet?
Tijuana - I've spoken to Andrew but not in much detail. Just mostly reassuring stuff and letting him
know the vote for tonight. He said as long as he survives tonight he'll consider us all back
together. Osten hasn't been on much but I sent him a couple PMs basically telling him that things
aren't as bleak as they seem and asking him to calm down.
Lill - Ryan's probably already prevoted...
Tijuana - yeah, Ryan prevoted. He said he voted Brianna with Todd as a backup.
Lill - ok we go for courtney tomorrow. Amanda as backup?
Tijuana - I can't wait. We'll pretty much have turned on everyone at some point.
Lill - ...and your point is?
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Working the magic behind the scenes. I think I've got Andrew in my
pocket. he has nowhere else to go right now. T and I will tag team him and see if we can give
him some hope before he goes.
Todd checks in with the players to find out what’s going on tonight.
Lill - who you voting for tonite? I hope not me. I'm voting for Brianna tonite I think.
Todd - No one has told me who to vote for yet :
.
Lill - I hope that's not a bad sign...
Todd - I think we're mostly really disorganized. I hope that's the case!
Lill - you guys seem like that every round.
Todd - tradition.
Lill asks Courtney about today’s happenings and receives some very disturbing
news.
Lill - it's been boring all day. What's the plan?
Courtney - I was in a car accident today, not boring for me... not great either.
with Bri? She has not been seen since last night.
Lill - Yeah, I guess. Ryan said he pre-voted for her.

We sticking

Courtney - Sorry man... I just got on... I have yet to see anyone else... plus, I was in a car accident
this afternoon... meh.
Nothing too serious, thankfully. I've only talked to you and James... I
hate how inactive things are today. Amanda and Bri are no where to be seen.
Todd - I hope you're alright. We need to make a decision before everything starts happening.
Courtney - I got a slight headache and a few bumps and buries. Meh. Well... I wonder if Amanda
would be ok with the target being Lill? Or we could go after a pairless player, like Andrew? I don't
know... its just us two right now. If others were online, it'd be easier.
Todd - will we be able to contact them during the challenge?
Courtney - I don't know.

This day sucks for me... meh.

Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Real world trumps the game for me just a bit ago. I was in a
car accident today. Nothing too serious, thankfully.
Suddenly, I don't about this game as
much. I'm just glad I'm ok. Relax? I got a few bumps and buries. If I had it my way, I'd be on the

couch, watching tv... I'm here out of respect for my allies. Real world always puts the game into
perspective, this game is is a silly and irrelevant, a fun diversion from life. It is not life.
Courtney - meh... I feel terrible. So, we're sticking to 'the plan'?
Tijuana - Yep, the plan is a go. Ryan has already pre-voted.
Tijuana confirms with her partner, Amanda, the vote for tonight.
Tijuana - bri right? James said you wanted to go for Andrew or Osten.
Amanda - No, I'm totally fine with whatever.
Tijuana - Bri it is then. Why'd you want to go for Osten or Andrew?
Amanda - I never said that I was just annoyed with their antics last night.
Tijuana - Oh well, James made it seem like it was something you wanted to do. Then Courtney,
made it seem like James wanted to vote for one of them and veer off the plan.
Amanda - Maybe. Who really knows... it's fine though.
Tijuana - If Brianna doesn't go I'll be sick to my stomach.
Tijuana gives Andrew the all-clear.
Tijuana - I'm trying to get confirmation on the vote. Last I heard it was Brianna but before that it
had been Todd. I haven't heard any of our names so we should be good.
Andrew - I'm hearing Brianna as well. i talked to Lill and she said you guys have something cooked
up. So I'm in, Brianna it is.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Well, if I am to believe my former allies, they still want to run
Andoa. They have targeted Brianna, and asked me to vote that way. Do I trust them? No, but at
this point I have no choice, since I really don't have anyone else on my side. So, I will trust Lill
and Tijuana, and see how this plays out.
Meanwhile, James is having second thoughts about voting off a former Andoa.
Courtney - Todd is asking for a boot target. You and Amanda better come up with one for him.
James - Oh boy. He won't like this one bit. Just pick between Andrew/Osten.
Courtney - We'll be exposed after tonights TC.... just like Lill/Ryan/T were last round.
James - Well, luckily for us, there's only gonna be one of him to bitch about it.
be thankful it ain't him. Cuz it very well could have been.

He should just

Lill - I forgot to ask! Are you OK???
Courtney - I feel a little bad, honestly... I got a few bumps and buries.. if I had it my way, I'd be in
bed. I'm here out of respect you the partner alliance. Don't want to let you guys down.
Lill - If you have to go, that's fine, (better chance for immunity for me!) just remember to vote.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - The Partner alliance. If lill were to snake me… it would be the
round after Bri or Todd went, where Andrew is supposed to go. Lill/T/Ryan could just realign
with Osten and Andrew and vote off James, who I think Lill would see as the biggest danger to
her endgame. The problem is, options are limited. Bri has been casting votes down, I'm not sure
its possible to even force a tie if she remains rogue.

Before Tribal Council, Lill and Tijuana make sure that their former Omurano tribe
members, Osten and Andrew, are completely informed.
Lill - Me, T, and Ryan have hatched a plan. Tonite the others (the ratfink bastards) are voting for
Brianna. We go along and she's gone. Then tomorrow, you, me, T, R, and Osten take down
Courtney. She's the leader of the Bastards, and a paranoid schizo. Then we take out Amanda,
James, and Todd, and it's all Omurano. Talk to T if you're in. We have to be VERY quiet about
this. I haven't spoken to Osten yet, but I will when he gets on here.
Andrew - Sounds like a plan to me. I'm on it.
Lill - great. We'll take them. Mum's the word.
Andrew - Hey you know me, the very model of discretion.
Lill - Fun game, huh?
Andrew - Fun, and damn hard. Stepping out of character a second, I have only played one of these
types of games before. For some reason this is much, much harder.
Lill - The social game is brutal. wear a cup.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I wanted Amanda out bad...because I thought she was the
source of the rumors in my camp. Now, I think Lill was more behind it, but the two are together.
Therefore, if I try to work someone in old Andoa, I reun the risk of Amanda revealing that. If I try
the same on my side, I don't think I have the backing. What screwed me the most in this game
was the partners thing. The fact that my partner did not once communicate with me (or show up
apprently) has left me to uninformed. At this point, I could play the good soldier with Lill, and
hope she feels I'm an easy vote for her to control. In that way, I might stay in long enough to try
to nail some crucial comps deeper into the game and pull out some type of final five or four
stand. Less variables to deal with then. I just don;t know which way to go at this point.
Osten - you sure everyone is voting bri? I for one am shocked tha yall aint voting for me
Tijuana - I just wanted Christa out because I thought she was a trouble maker. I meant what I said
when we were on Omurano...I want to see us all together at the end. I took advantage of the
fact that my partner is still in and so my partner owes me this round. It's like you said - I might as
well kiss my ticket to the final five away if I do anything but stick with Omurano. Those guys (the
andoans) are actually pretty sneaky and a bit pushy.
Osten - Ok. Well lets hope everything goes according to plan. I already voted so I dont have to
attend at the tribal. Im going back to bed.
Tijuana - Good night. I hope it does. I'll be surprised if it doesn't.does
Todd is beginning to feel left out and asks Amanda for some reassurance.
Todd - I'm starting to worry Amanda. No ones telling me anything. What's going on?
Amanda - The people we got to flip want Brianna out as a sign of good faith.
Are you alright
with that?
Todd - It's not our best option but I guess it's alright considering she hasn't been around all day
today....
Amanda - Yeah. Don't worry though it's already been agreed upon that Osten and Andrew are next.
Todd - Well I voted I have to study for a huge test I have tomorrow. See you then!

Immunity Challenge, Night 12

Jeff Probst - Cmon in peoples!
Andrew - Andrew is in da house, ya ratfink bastards!
Lill - I'm here too, you RATFINK BASTARDS!!!
Quick, let's do this before the lag knows we're
here!
Jeff Probst - Basis: There will be a map full of points. Each point you click on will either lead to a
"Wrong" sign or a new set of coordinates. You will start at the first point (the red X), click it, and
follow those coordinates. If you arrive at the right point after that, you should receive a new set
of coordinates, Follow all the coordinates until you find the "the end" sign. On each set of
coordinates there will be a different shape in RED. Whenever you find a new coordinate, keep
track of shapes you find on the coordinate peice, becuase you will have to list the shapes in order
that you found them. The first person to correctly post the order of shapes from beginning to end
of the map will win induvidual immunity.
Todd - I'm here, and so is the lag!
Amanda - I think I understand?
James - Laggily understood.
Jeff Probst - No questions? Kind of surprised. There will be 6 total shapes you need to post.
Courtney - I'm feeling too bad guys to play tonight, guys... my head hurts. I'm probably going to
miss TC too. Poody can explain the situation later.
Lill - see ya courtney. I hope you don't die.
Andrew - I hope ya feel better.
Jeff Probst - well if no one has any questions i'll post a link to the playing field at 8:36
Andrew - 1= triangle 2= circle 3= star 4=square 5=heart 6=octagon
Tijuana - 1. triange 2. circle 3. star 4. square 5. heart 6. octagon (the end)
Tijuana - omfLORD am I always going to be fucking second?!!!
Jeff Probst - Congratulations Andrew, you have won Individual Immunity!
Andrew - Dayum!
Tijuana - Can I please get a special prize for being 2nd now THREE in a row
Jeff Probst - Tribal Council in 50 minutes, where one of you will be voted off and it won't be
andrew.
Tijuana - Ugh this reminds me of the time I applied for this job that I wasn't really qualified for but
I interviewed really well. The people of course chose someone with more experience but then
they told me I was a strong second. Ugh. Who wants to hear that? Oh and congrats Andrew lol.
Amanda - Oh, didn't see it was over already. That was fun. Congrats Drew.
Andrew - Thanks for the congrats guys, I felt like I needed this one!

Panoba, Night 12
Tijuana - yeah I'm glad one of us won the IC.
Andrew - Yep...we'll be one up again. Looks like it all worked out for the best, and we don't have
Christa throwing a wrench into things. If you had told me when I was pissed last night if I thought
we could have gotten it back, I would not have believed it.
Tijuana - Yeah, your reaction really scared me and made me think "oh shit what did I do. why
didn't I just stick with voting amanda." I actually made a post right after my Christa vote in my
thread where I e-puked

cause I felt a bit sick about what I was doing.

Andrew - I understand why you did what you did. There was a lot of shit stirring going on. But,
after tonight we really need to give some hard thoughts to who is really pulling the strings, know
what I mean? I'm not even sure anymore...was Amanda really the mastermind? Is it someone else?
I just don't know.
Tijuana - after tonight I'll 'confess my sins' and what I know.
Amanda and James are having doubts about the vote.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Brianna is going home tonight. I feel kinda bad because we did
have alliance before but she's abandoned us on the vote twice, so she really has dug her own
grave. I have good relations with Andrew and Todd, so they could come in hand later down the
line.
Amanda - Looks like it's gonna be Bri tonight.
I feel bad.
James - Me too. I let Todd in on it...so he doesn't freak out.
Amanda - So did I.
James - What was the reason you gave?
I said, people think she's "wishy washy."
Amanda - I said that the Omurano people wanted a sign of good faith.
James - Lol...now it's gonna look like those twos douchebagery paid off.
Amanda - They're next.
If we want to boot Lil before top six Todd could be of use.
James - Indeed. I wish we hadn't started with one of our own. Now it'll always seem like the O's
with have the "advantage."
Back at camp, Tijuana makes sure Amanda is on board and keeps her in check.
Tijuana - So are you voting Bri cause both you and James have been all weird tonight. I guess it
doesn't matter since worst case scenario it'll be a tie that Andrew will break.
Amanda - Yeah, we are.
I feel bad, but we are.
Tijuana - Oh, but I guess I don't feel bad about voting for Christa . This partner thing is supposed to
be a give and take. Me trusting you guys is a greater leap of faith than you guys having to trust
us, especially since we voted out someone from our own tribe and evened the tribes out.
Amanda - I'm sorry, it's fine. She's toast. No worries.

Don't get all RAWR on me. *lesbian sexes*

When Brianna goes to Amanda about the vote, she gives Brianna the heads up.
Brianna - What's the plan tonight?
Amanda - Some people want you to go, but I'm trying to get Osten out instead.
Brianna - Why me? I haven't done anyone wrong.
Amanda - I don't know. I'm working my hardest babe.
I don't want you to go.
Brianna - You know if I do go it can easily be 5-4 again too.

Temple Council, Night 12
Jeff Probst - Welcome guys. Andrew, first things first, would you like to give up your Immunity
Necklace? And let's welcome Christa, our first member of the jury. Tonight Christa will get one
last post before having to go into silence and only post smileys unitl the final Temple Council.

Andrew - Jeff, you'd have to pry this necklace from my cold dead fingers. I am not giving it up.
Brianna - This sucks.
Jeff Probst - What sucks brianna?
Tijuana - This. Man, can't you read.
Lill - I had to fight off a vicious LAG to get in. I don't know if we can keep them at bay much
longer. They're all around us! GAME OVER MAN! GAME OVER!!!
Brianna - It sucks because I am probably going home tonight. That's what fucking sucks Jeff.
Jeff Probst - Why would you think that?
Brianna - Well I come online... and you know I have one PM from Lill. Which is strange since I
usually talk with more people. Then I ask a tribe mate who the vote was for tonight. They
basically said it was me or so and so. But you know they didn't say much to me which has me
thinking.
Amanda - I'm here by the way.
Jeff Probst - Do you think that's kind of arrogant of them Brianna?
Brianna - I suppose so. I don't know why they feel I can easily be tossed aside. Because you know
what's going to happen to a certain alliance after I leave.
Jeff Probst - Andrew, after Christa was voted off, do you feel like all of Omurano is in danger
tonight and throughout the rest of the game?
Andrew - Well Jeff, did ya follow my ranting last night, or not?
Yeah, I felt we should
have stayed tight for longer. But you know what? I have a better perspective on why certain
things were done, and I understand it. I also think we are now stronger than ever.
Jeff Probst - Amanda, do you feel vulnerable tonight?
Amanda - I got 3 votes last time, so yes, I feel vulnerable. Unless you are the one with Immunity
you should be nervous, you can never truly know every single thing that is going on.
Tijuana - For once Amanda says something smart
Judd – HOST - I'll be honest; this sounds like the textbook answer to me. Yes, everyone always
feels vulnerable. But do you feel particularly vulnerable tonight? Do you think there's a legitimate
reason you could be going home?
Amanda - Maybe, I don't know. I may not feel as vulnerable as Brianna is feeling, and someone else
may feel less vulnerable than me but if you're not immune, you're at risk. That's the name of the
game, Judd. Now stop picking on me you big bully.
Christa - Hi guys! I miss you! They haven't put up the jury lodge yet, so I've been living in a
cardboard box behind the tribal council area! No hard feelings for voting me out though. I know I
was a threat and that's why I was doing everything I could to make myself into a goat so you'd
keep me around.
No hard feelings though, Amanda. I got my anger at you out this morning and
I'm cool now. Lill, Andrew, Ryan, I love you guys and I had a lot of fun. Osten and Tij, I love you
guys as tribemates, but I never felt like we were all that close. It was probably my fault.
Courtney, you rock. Brianna, I'm sorry for making you cry. Todd, good luck partner. James &
Amanda, if I don't eventually see you in the jury lodge, then you really did own this game even
more than I thought. I have been sacrificed for all of you to go farther in the game, therefore, I
am Jesus Christa! MWAHAHAHA!
I had something posted in my final words that I wanted you guys to see. For whoever understands
this next reference earns themselves 10000 Christa points!
"My tribe... My... tribe... Who will run my tribe when I'm gone... My tribe... My posts... My

threads... My... alliances... Have a nice day...*collapses to the floor* *springs up* CLEAN UP!
TRIBAL COUNCIL SIX! *collapses again*"
Jeff Probst - Amanda, did you not just beg to be asked a question? So let's talk then... Last council
it was either you or Christa going home. Christa left with a whopping 8 votes, you have to feel
pretty confident about your position after having so much support last council.
Amanda - No, I don't recall any begging, actually.
And no, I don't feel confident, I never do.
Perhaps I come off that way, but trust is a difficult thing and you really never know who might be
snaking you behind your back. This is a game of deceit, so no, I'm not comfortable. Do I have to
say in Chinese or something?
Jeff Probst - Tijuana, did you support Christa's departure at the previous Tribal Council? Was that
vote for the best of the tribe, or was it a selfish move?
Tijuana - I fully supported Christa's departure. She was trying to play everyone and as we can see
from the results last TC, failed. I made my concerns about her actions known to many of my
tribemates. I wonder, what tribe are you talking about? Panoba, the tribe I'm on? Yes, that vote
was for the best of this tribe. I think the move was partially selfish since it could have easily
been done later but I was just so aggravated by her unnecessary actions that I didn't want to risk
having her around much longer.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, this is the most mute tribe i've ever had at any council. Let's talk about
what Christa said on her way out, in her "calling out" thread... did anyone buy into what she said?
Anyone want to say that it wasn't true?
Lill - Courtney left the challenge and isn't here...is she quitting?
I think Tijuana is referring to
herself as a RATFINK BASTARD!!!
Tijuana - Better than being a batsink bitch like you
lol, that makes no sense *sigh*
Lill - You need to work on the witty repartee...
Jeff Probst - Andrew, concerned that Tijuana is referring to this as a new Panoba tribe, but you
want to keep it as the old Omurano tribe?
Andrew - Jeff, everything concerns me. The fact that very few of the old Andoas have much to say
to me concerns me. Where my former tribemates stand concerns me. Answering your goddamned
questions concerns me. Whenever you're not in control, not calling the shots...well, wouldn't that
concern you?
Tijuana - Yeah, Jeff, although Christa was voted out you seem to forget that we're now 5/5 and
Andrew has the tiebreaker
Jeff Probst - James, who's the biggest threat in the game at this point?
James - It's hard to say. But tonight it's definitely Andrew, he holds the powa if there's a tie.
Lill - Nobody answered my question: Is courtney going to live? If not, can we get a dog?
Judd – HOST - Courtney told us she was involved in a car accident, and was going to take the night
off to rest up. She's fine, only walking away with a few bumps and bruises, but she didn't feel up
to TC tonight.
Jeff Probst - Lill, who do you identiy as the player with the power right now?
Lill - Well...(looks at neck for necklace)...it doesn't appear to be me... I think I'll say Andrew
tonite.
Jeff Probst - What about in the long-term? Who most has the ability to determine how this game
will ultimately play out?
Lill - We all have the ability to determine how this game will ultimately turn out.
Jeff Probst – With that… I’ll go tally the votes.
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Amanda - You'll be missed.
Lill - no she won't...
Andrew - Damn Lill, yer a rough ol' bitch...
Jeff Probst - Funny how it was supposedly an Andoa vs. Omurano game yet Bri was voted out
unanimously... hmmm.. Meh, probably coincidense... see you all tomorrow!

